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Dear Reviewer 2,

Thank you very much for your detailed reading and the suggestions made to improve
our paper. Please find below responses to your remarks.

i. Explain uncertainty of tidal models in a zero flux phase This is hard to explain in
absolute terms. But in relative terms one can say that an additional constraint on zero
flux (the moment of slack occurrence) will reduce the predictive uncertainty of hydraulic
models. Tidal models are generally calibrated on water levels only. The tuning coeffi-
cient is essentially the roughness coefficient, which then implicitly incorporates all the
errors in the geometry, parametrization, etc.. Calibration only on water levels gener-
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ally allows some uncertainty, whereby a range of roughness values gives acceptable
results, particularly because geometry and schematization is never perfect. Additional
calibration on the moment of slack will constrain the range of acceptable parameters
much further, leading to a higher reliability of the model.

ii. In page no. 20, the authors say: In this study tidal elevation data from a nearby
onshore measurement station in Terneuzen is used to determine the moment of high
and low water, under the assumption that the tidal elevation of buoy 18 is equal to
that of Terneuzen a. what is distance from the buoy position to on-shore station? and
please explain how your assumption is valid.

The distance is less than 1 km. This very short distance implies a very small time
difference for high water between the two locations. iii. Explain the technique used
to smoothen the buoy velocity This is done with a moving average filter set to 300
seconds.
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